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Ride
20" 22" 
SKU: 
CY0001141620, CY0001141622

Weight: medium
Volume: low to loud
Stick Sound: balanced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: fairly separated

Sound Character: 
Full, rich, warm, strong, deep, silvery. Wide range, complex mix. Responsive and even feel. Warm sparkling stick sound over a wide, deep wash.
Fairly quick, hefty crash sound. Extremely dynamic and lively Ride cymbal, suitable for
many musical styles. <span class="orange">“A translucent warmth with definition and a really good controllable wash in the right proportions”,
says Vinnie Colaiuta. </span>

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

Crash
16" 18" 20" 
SKU: 
CY0001141416, CY0001141418, CY0001141420

Weight: medium
Volume: low to loud
Stick Sound: soft, washy, slightly shimmering
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long

Sound Character: 
Full, warm, brilliantly shimmering, deep. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Quick response, fairly soft feel. Rich, strong crash sound with open low
end and shimmering highs. A very versatile, responsive cymbal suited for many live and studio applications. Vinnie Colaiuta mentions: <span
class="orange">“They are nice and transparent. And as the cymbal gets bigger you really start hearing the warmth project a little more.”</span>

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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Hi-Hat
14" 15" 
SKU: 
CY0001143714, CY0001143715

Weight: medium top / medium heavy bottom
Volume: low to loud
Stick Sound: soft, meaty
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: full, tight

Sound Character: 
Rich, warm, lush, deep. Wide range, complex mix. Giving and responsive feel. Broad, warm open sound. Compact, lush chick sound. Extremely
versatile hi-hat, perfectly suited for dynamic, articulated playing in a wide range of styles. <span class="orange">“They are just chunky enough, but
not overpowering. They are a little more chocolaty than the classic 602s”, describes Vinnie Colaiuta.</span>

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more

China
18" 22" 
SKU: 
CY0001142618, CY0001142622

Weight: medium thin
Volume: medium low to loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Dark, warm, strong, exotic, sizzling, earthy. Wide range, slightly complex and dense mix. Fairly soft, responsive feel. Great for explosive, strong,
dark accents. Complex, washy ride sound. A modern China cymbal with a wide spectrum for various musical applications. <span
class="orange">“The China is nearly smooth”</span>, states Vinnie Colaiuta.

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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Splash
8" 10" 
SKU: 
CY0001142208, CY0001142210

Weight: thin
Volume: low to medium loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: fairly short
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character: 
Warm, airy, snarling, silvery. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Soft feel with a very responsive, explosive splash sound. Low tuned effect cymbal for
lively accents in moderate volume. Well suited for hand-playing. Vinnie Colaiuta explains: <span class="orange">“They are sweet, they are these
kind of punctuation marks in the background.”</span>

Sound Files, Image Zoom, and more
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